
The Future 
Red Cross and Red Crescent.  
Developing the strategy towards 2030 for the IFRC  

Introduction

The General Assembly of 2017 mandated the 
Governing Board and the IFRC Secretariat with 
the task to develop a new strategy for the IFRC 
and its members with robust consultations with 
all 191 National Societies. The key outputs are;

• A review of lessons learned from Strategy 2020 
and;

• A Strategy 2030 for the International Federa-
tion of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies

This paper provides an outline of the process 
for developing Strategy 2030 by describing its 
key components and its proposed oversight. 

Roles and Responsibilities
 
The Governing Board has the responsibility 
to lead, oversee the process and finalise the 
Strategy 2030 for the IFRC and to ensure that 
the above outputs are delivered to the 2019 
General Assembly. The Governing Board, 
representing and elected by its National 
Society members has the responsibility to 
ensure that National Society perspectives 
are driving the decision making within the 
Strategy 2030.
 
The Secretary General is tasked with the 
responsibility to prepare and facilitate the de-
livery of the Strategy 2030 for the Governing 
Board. The Secretary General will establish a 

Project Team and Support Taskforce made up 
of secretariat leaders that will support the Pro-
ject Team to implement and integrate Strategy 
2030 across the organisation.  

The Secretary General has defined the Project 
Team to support the process of developing 
the new strategy for the IFRC. The Innovation 
and Futures team under the leadership of the 
Under-Secretary General for Partnerships, and 
comprising National Society and youth repre-
sentatives, will provide operational delivery of 
the process, with the support of the Solferino 
Academy1  and in close collaboration with the 
Office of the Secretary General and the SG’s 
Support Taskforce. 

All National Societies will be involved in the 
consultation process and in the design and de-
velopment of the Strategy 2030, including lead-
ers, youth, volunteers and staff.

In addition, a Team of Expert Advisors con-
sisting of external experts from Academia, Gov-
ernment and, the corporate and Humanitarian/
Development sectors, with relevant experience 
in strategic planning and futures and foresight 
approaches at organisational level will advise 
the process and ensure the IFRC S2030 approach 
is consistent with innovative and leading prac-
tice being utilised externally.

1 The Solferino Academy is an initiative of the IFRC 
supported by National Societies established to provide 
expertise in foresight and the analysis of future trends 
and their potential impact on the RCRC.
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Stakeholder engagement

The consultation process is designed to;
• ensure a diverse voice of actors within and ex-
ternal to the IFRC that informs Strategy 2030;
 
• promote a broader dialogue about the change 
that National Societies should be exploring to 
be future fit and;

• develop internal capacity to utilise futures 
and foresight approaches to help the organisa-
tion be more anticipatory and agile

Governing Board

It is proposed that at each Governing Board 
meeting held during the Strategy 2030 process 
that a S2030 session is held with the Board for 
2-3 hours that provides; an update to the Board; 
an overview of the key findings to date and; pro-
posals for the next steps. The session will seek 
validation, feedback, input and direction from 
the Board on the findings and the next steps. 
The sessions will be run as futures design work-
shops to allow for detailed interrogation.

National Societies

All 191 National Societies will be actively con-
sulted and given the opportunity to participate 
at governance, senior management and, where 
feasible, technical levels, in at least one face-
to-face consultation. Face to face consultations 
will happen on two levels via; a) collectives 
of Leaders, executive members and technical 
teams through regional meetings and confer-
ences (eg. Regional conferences) and; b) a small 
number of National Societies from each region 
will host deep dives for their National Society 

where multiple stakeholders from within the 
NS will take part in a futures strategy session 
including branch representatives, volunteers, 
staff and at times communities. National So-
ciety representatives (including young people), 
will also join the IFRC S2030 project team to 
help ensure National Society perspectives are 
driving the process.

Volunteers

In addition to the face-to face consultations all 
stakeholders will be invited to provide input on 
the future of the IFRC throughout the process 
using a series of digital platforms and other in-
itiatives. Specific digital engagement and face 
to face strategies will be employed to target vol-
unteer voice 

Youth

Youth engagement is an integral component 
of the S2030 processes. Youth participants will 
work with the IFRC Project Team as facilitators, 
analysts, researchers and digital community fa-
cilitators. Specific youth engagement strategies 
will be developed ensuring diverse youth voices 
are heard across all roles as governance mem-
bers, staff, volunteers and community mem-
bers. The IFRC Project Team will work closely 
with the Youth Commission on the development 
and integration of these approaches. 

IFRC Secretariat

The Secretary General will involve all Under-Sec-
retary Generals, directors and staff from the 
different divisions and regions and ensure that 
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sufficient time and resources are allocated to 
provide support to the process.

Communities

Women and men, boys and girls living in com-
munities will be approached through National 
Societies to provide their insights and advice of 
the future for the IFRC. 

External partners
The views of external partners such as select-
ed non-governmental organisations, corpor-
ates, academia and UN agencies will be sought 
through semi-structured interviews. 

Look for meaning
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concepting
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Methodology
A multi-faceted futures & foresight approach 
will be employed to design a forward-looking 
strategy, that is cognisant of emerging and fu-
ture opportunities and challenges. The consul-
tation process will be iterative; Data analysis, 
findings and provocations will be published 
consistently and continuous feedback loops 
will be developed through online platforms, 
face to face workshops and other initiatives. A 
‘Double Diamond’ approach to design (see dia-
gram below) will be utilised, repeatedly explor-
ing and then proposing solutions before start-
ing the process again until refined solutions are 
identified for the Strategy;

The consultation process will build off the ex-
isting work that has been achieved thus far in-
cluding in identifying key trends, opportunities 
and areas of concern;

• 22 Futures and Foresight workshops have been 
conducted with representatives from more than 
100 National Societies
• A global horizon scanning team comprising 
National Society staff, volunteers and universi-
ties analysed and provided assessment of ex-
ternal research, trends and emerging issues
• More than 4,000 young people from 120 coun-
tries played our online game WhatFutures, pro-
viding over 180,000 messages on their views of 
the future of humanitarian need

The content gleaned from these initiatives were 

aggregated into 9 key themes. These themes 
will form the starting point of the coming S2030 
consultations and research. They will be ex-
panded upon, iterated and enhanced/added to 
throughout the remainder of the S2030 process.

Key lines of Inquiry

The process will seek to answer the following 
questions;

1. How is the world changing?

• What is the contextual environment around 
us?
• Interrogating current trends and emerging 
issues at global, regional and local levels.
• How are global transformations collid-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CcGzkNbrIg4&feature=youtu.be
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ing? What are some of the long-term conse-
quences and opportunities of these global 
transformations?
• What are we not paying attention to that we 
should be?

2. How is this affecting vulnerability?

• In these future scenarios, what will vulner-
ability look like? Who will be vulnerable and 
in what way are they vulnerable?
• Where will vulnerability be concentrated?
• How do such complex changes occurring 
around us change how vulnerability is under-
stood?

3. How will these changes affect the humanitar-
ian and development sectors and their ability 
to meet the needs and aspirations of commun-
ities?

• What will our future operating environment 
look like?
• How will other future INGOs, federated 
structures and other not-for-profits change?
• Who will be the main providers of develop-
ment and humanitarian assistance, and how 
will it be provided?
• What are the implications on our programs, 
operations and our structures?

4. What kind of organisation should we be, to be 
effective in this future?

• What kind of principles should underpin 
our strategy?
• What are some different models of oper-
ation that we might want to consider? 
• What will we do? 
• How will we do it? What Strengths can we 
build on? What do we need to change as a net-
work of organisations, to address these issues 
and more effectively support communities?
• What kinds of resources will we need and 
where will they come from?
• How will we go about changing?

Implementing the S2030 Process – 
The Project Team

The process will be implemented by three 
teams and will seek to answer the lines of in-
quiry outlined above. There will be a; a) Horizon 
Scanning Team; b) Futures and Foresight Facili-
tators and; c) Digital Engagement team

1. Horizon Scanning Team

A research process will be undertaken by a spe-
cially formed horizon scanning and research 
team made up of NS staff, volunteers, academic 
partnerships and think tanks. The research pro-
cess will cover desktop-based horizon scanning 
(using specialist horizon scanning platforms), 
trend and driver analysis, consultation inter-
views, dialogue and debate with key experts. 
This is aimed at deepening existing knowledge 
and to explore the strategies of peers and con-
temporaries. Results will be used for each stage 
of consultation, and tested with varying stake-
holder groups. These will then be updated and 
reviewed for the subsequent steps of consulta-
tion, as well as published online. 

2. Futures and Foresight Facilitators

 Face to face workshops using a range of fu-
tures approaches, including trend spotting and 
analysis, scenario building; visioning and back 
casting will be facilitated by a specially trained 
group of Futures Facilitators made up of IFRC 
and NS staff and youth volunteers.

As the process develops and moves from ex-
ploring trends and their implications into strat-
egy formulation, a second round of workshop 
sessions (including Scenario Workshops, De-
sign Sprints and Rapid Prototyping sessions) 
will brainstorm and create solutions and the 
underpinning principles that can guide the new 
Strategy 2030. These workshops will bring for-
ward ideas that have come up through the 1st 
round of workshops and online consultations.

3. Digital Engagement Team

The Digital Engagement Team will be made up 
of staff, volunteers and youth from the IFRC and 
National Societies. Additionally, the team will 
also receive significant support from Open Lab, 
a computer science Lab specialising in digital 
engagement out of Newcastle University, who 
will provide platforms and staff and students 
to support the process. The digital engagement 
team will deploy a range of strategies to build a 
broader voice into the process, this will include;

Webinars and online forums: a selection of ex-
perts on future trends will discuss and debate 
with IFRC National Society representatives, fo-
cusing on solutions and implications for the or-
ganisation. Topics will range from issues such 
as ‘future of volunteering’ to ‘AI, data and eth-
ics’ as an example. 

Online forums will be managed by a commun-
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ity manager that has specific skills in engaging 
online groups for discussions and provocations.
 
Games and simulations: A range of structured 
gaming approaches will be implemented in-
cluding the acclaimed What Futures game that 
has been successful in engaging youth from de-
veloping and emerging countries and drawing 
their views on future trends and how the RCRC 
needs to change.

Central web-based platform: a decision support 
system addresses the challenges and opportun-
ities identified through the process. The platform 
will facilitate solutions brainstorming and col-
laborative ideas discussions. The online platform 
will enable a more transparent and continuous 
approach to the Strategy 2030 process. It will:

• Publish all information and data analysis as 
we progress
• Crowdsource engagement for horizon scan-
ning, data analysis and verification and stra-
tegic intelligence
• Prompt insights and better decisions with 
visual network analysis and data visualisa-
tion

Creative communications: One of the key learn-
ings of the S2020 process was the need for a 
strong communications process to promote 
feedback and continued engagement in the 
process. A small team of communications and 
design professionals has been formed to de-
velop and disseminate creative communica-
tions pieces that update internal stakeholders 
on progress, findings and proposals. These will 
be regularly distributed throughout the process.
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OCTOBER 2019

DECEMBER 2019

JANUARY - DECEMBER 2020

JANUARY 2021

2nd - 4th
Governing Board meeting
Present final draft of new strategy.

General Assembly
Approval of Strategy 2030

Dissemination of Strategy 2030 among the 
membership

Implementation of Strategy 2030

MAJOR MILESTONES

FEBRUARY 2018

28th 
Governing Board approval by the 
President and Vice-Presidents
as per decision of the Board (18/E1/04). Submit 
methodology outline to the Governing Board

MARCH 2018

7th - 10th
Train the Trainer for Futures Facilitators

Consultations, Horizon Scanning and 
Workshops commence

APRIL - JUNE 2018

Workshops and Horizon Scanning. 
Online Game Launched, digital 
platform launched Europe and MENA 
Regional Conferences

JUNE 2018
25th - 29th
Governing Board meeting
Dedicated session 
‘Discover trends and insights’

JUNE - SEPTEMBER 2018
Workshops and data analysis, Online 
game implemented 
African/Americas 
Regional workshops

OCTOBER - NOVEMBER 2018
Workshops, Data analysis and 
triangulation.

OCTOBER 2018
8th - 12th 
Governing Board meeting
Dedicated session
‘Develop potential solutions’

NOVEMBER 2018
Asia Pacific conference
Asia Pacific Regional workshops

Inter-Americas conference
Americas Regional workshops

DECEMBER 2018
Strategy writing commences

MARCH 2019

First draft ready 
Ensure translation in working languages

MAY 2019
1st - 3rd
Governing Board meeting
Dedicated session
‘Deliver strategy testing’
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Appendix 1

Decision of the 17th Session of the 
General Assembly
The General Assembly of 2017 mandated the 
IFRC Secretariat with the task to develop a new 
strategy for the IFRC network with oversight 
provided by the Governing Board. The delegates 
also scripted some specificities with regards to 
this process and the potential form of the Strat-
egy, namely that;

“Shaping the future- striving for excellence to-
wards Strategy 2030
recalling the decisions of the General Assembly held 
in Geneva, Switzerland in 2015 on the mid-term re-
view of Strategy 2020,
 
considering the discussions held during this Gener-
al Assembly including the outcomes of the working 
group sessions on key external trends, challenges 
and the implications for the future strategic frame-
work of the IFRC and its members,
 
welcomes the consolidated report of the workshop 
sessions of the General Assembly, as part of the 
Drafting Committee report (see annex 1),
 
requests the Governing Board to set up a mechanism 
of consultation and corresponding budget to review 
the current strategic framework and develop a draft 
– for presentation at the 2019 General Assembly – of 
a new strategy on how best to meet the needs and 
expectations of the IFRC network,
 
requests that such a consultation mechanism should 
also include a thorough review of Strategy 2020 and a 
futures and foresight approach, that examines trends, 
emerging issues and their impact on communities and 
the IFRC network, as well as ensure the direct involve-
ment of youth and volunteers,
welcomes the Governing Board recommendation to 
develop a ten-year vision complemented by short-
er-term common goals and targets as milestones to-
wards this vision,
 
requests the Secretary General to provide the neces-
sary support to facilitate such an exercise,
 
invites all National Societies to participate actively 
and contribute resources to support this exercise;”

Outputs

The following outputs are to be delivered:

1. A report on the findings of the consultations 
process, including a thorough review of Strategy 
2020 and research on trends;

2. A new strategy for the IFRC network.

Appendix 2

Lessons from Strategy 2020 process
 Some insights from the process of developing 
the current Strategy 2020:

-Strategic planning is the role of strategic 
management, it is therefore important for 
senior leadership of the IFRC to stay engaged 
throughout the process.

-Strategic planning is disruptive and occasion-
ally strong differences of opinion will emerge 
among stakeholders. Be prepared for such situ-
ations and see them as part of the process. 

-Communicate, communicate, communicate. 
From the beginning of the process until after 
the approval of the new strategy it is absolutely 
necessary to communicate clearly and regularly 
to all stakeholders.

-Keep an open mind, and be prepared to change 
course and adapt to new realities. 

-Include infographics and other visuals in the 
final design.


